Notes:
1. Route to be created between Avid Segment and Ross Segment to allow MOS interface between Inception and Airspeed
2. Route to be created between Avid Segment and CampusLAN Segment to allow access to internet and edit storage at Desktop PCs in all Labs and Edit Rooms
3. Route to be created between Ross Segment and CampusLAN Segment to allow access to internet and MAMS access
4. 2nd Floor Labs serviced by Cisco WS-C4948 access switch with dual 10GbE uplinks to Core Avid 4500 switch. 1st Floor Labs serviced by second Cisco WS-C4948 access switch with dual 10GbE uplinks to Core Avid 4500 switch. Dual 10GbE uplinks between Core Cisco-4500 and Extreme Broadcast LAN switches that support Ross hosts/control panels. Dual 10GbE uplinks to CampusLAN from Ross Segment Extreme switches.
5. All Ross switch access managed by Extreme Networks Policy Manager